Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

Learn strategies and techniques for more diversity and inclusion in my organization and personal life.

What was your purpose in attending?

Reconnect with Neil, immerse myself in a day-long conversation with humanities language.

How did you learn about the workshop?

Facebook

Morning presentation

What was of the greatest value to you?

Privilege activity.

Choir analogy: practice is needed to sing together.

What assistance/resources would you like?

Link to examples of unconscious bias.

Afternoon presentation

What was of the greatest value to you?

Seeing examples of how diversity is brought into organizations - career, lives - alignment and culture work is necessary.

What assistance/resources would you like?

Any other comments:

Thank you for opening the space so I could meet the other fine humans working on this topic. Thank you for providing the structure of lectures to deepen our experience. Thank you both.
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What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

continue learning about diversity and inclusion

What was your purpose in attending?

I don't do enough of this - often reading but not discussing

How did you learn about the workshop?

Facebook

Morning presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?

the energy, the happiness

the many ways people can see privacy and privacy

What assistance/resources would you like?

Great books and resources

Afternoon presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?

more knowledge of others

more academic theories

What assistance/resources would you like?

lots of useful info. I'll be going

Any other comments:

Thank you for the hard work of training and helping people be more
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

How to navigate through this incredibly challenging topic. To learn approaches, insights...

What was your purpose in attending?
To help our organization and myself personally. To be of service in a larger...

How did you learn about the workshop?
Facebook

Morning presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
Privilege activity - all the ways we as screen interpreters judge and value what we see and do. How it influences who we are...

What assistance/resources would you like?
Would love the questions asked...

Afternoon presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
Checklist of strategies for moving forward...

What assistance/resources would you like?
Maybe handouts (electronic) that would provide bulletted info we could just reference...

Any other comments:
Maybe have the hoster & Martin for team & day (to present) - I think that would deepen the experience...

In hindsight, financially this event was expensive for our small nonprofit and maybe in the scheme of workshop costs scholarships might be helpful (partial).
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

I wanted to make some friends and learn about Inclusion.

What was your purpose in attending?

Something New.

How did you learn about the workshop?

Pauline suggested it.

Morning presentation

What was of the greatest value to you?

Dr. Lester himself was a joy to meet and interact with.

What assistance/resources would you like?

I'd love to connect w/ the objectives that both presenters are doing.

Afternoon presentation

What was of the greatest value to you?


What assistance/resources would you like?


Any other comments:
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

Strategies for mitigating bias/privilege

What was your purpose in attending?

Professional development & networking

How did you learn about the workshop?

Colleague

Morning presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?

Interactive discussion

What assistance/resources would you like?

Afternoon presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?

Steps for avoiding missteps

What assistance/resources would you like?

Any other comments:
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?
Processes & procedures on how to increase diversity & inclusion within an organization.

What was your purpose in attending?
To increase knowledge that will lead to increased diversity & inclusion in my job.

How did you learn about the workshop?
Recommendation from a co-worker.

Morning presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
Reminded to be purposeful in my language choices.

What assistance/resources would you like?
Access to Dr. Letter's interviews, articles & other workshops.

Afternoon presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
Recognition that I have biases & need to work through it.

What assistance/resources would you like?
Mentorship added to topics for questions.

Any other comments:
Great workshop.
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

Ways to support and enhance the De/I effort
from within your organization.

What was your purpose in attending?

Growing my skill set and knowledge in relation to De/I, BiEs, etc.

How did you learn about the workshop?

An email blast - considered sent to care.

Morning presentation

What was of the greatest value to you?

Being reminded of privilege and how we are similar in many ways

What assistance/resources would you like?

I will further explore the work of Dr. Lester.

Afternoon presentation

What was of the greatest value to you?

Conversation and practical strategies in growing a more diverse and inclusive environment.

What assistance/resources would you like?

To stay connected to Dr. Martin and her efforts.

Any other comments:

Thank you for living out your passion.
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?
I came open minded, without too many expectations.

What was your purpose in attending?
I’ve long standing interest in diversity & inclusion.

How did you learn about the workshop?
From Pauline

Morning presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
Synergistic Dr. Foster is humanity & knowledge.

What assistance/resources would you like?

Afternoon presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
The alignment training piece.

What assistance/resources would you like?

Any other comments:

Very enjoyable day. Loved the opportunity to meet like people & get to know what we all have in common. Both Real & goal were engaging presenters!
Thank you for providing us with your feedback. Through you, we get to improve and grow. You will also be receiving a survey by email that will take you only 2 minutes to complete. With appreciation, Joel Martin, PhD

What did you want to accomplish or learn today?

The way ofdiversity

What was your purpose in attending?
To gain knowledge about diversity

How did you learn about the workshop?
Through my Administrator

Morning presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
Privilege / Bias

What assistance/resources would you like?
A full day of workshops would be great

Arizona School Personnel Administrators
There is a Fall Conf and a Spring Conf.

Afternoon presentation
What was of the greatest value to you?
That I know been ugly

What assistance/resources would you like?
Continual info on diversity

Any other comments:

I loved being a part of this great conversation.